
 

Missouri Botanical Garden 

Material List –  Watercolor:  Beyond the Basics 
 

WATERCOLORS: 

Bring what you have but please use professional grade only. 

I will be using Daniel Smith’s Susie Short Essential Set (Quinacridone Rose, Pyrrol Orange, 

French Ultramarine Blue, Phthalo Blue BS, New Gamboge, Hansa Yellow Medium and 

Quinacridone Burnt Orange) as my basic palette. Here is an expanded palette I will be using 

along with alternatives that you might have.  

REDS: Carmine DS (or Permanent Alizarin Crimson WN), Organic Vermilion DS (or Scarlet Lake 

WN), Permanent Brown (DS), Quinacradone Burnt Scarlet (DS) 

YELLOWS: Aureolin (DS, WN), Quinacridone Gold or raw sienna (DS,WN), Winsor yellow (WN) 

or Hansa Yellow light (DS).  

PURPLES/VIOLETS:  Quinacridone Magenta (DS, WN), Mineral Violet (H)  

BLUES: Cobalt blue (DS, WN), Antwerp Blue (WN), Cerulean blue (WN) or Manganese Blue 

(DS), Indanthrone blue (DS) or Indanthrene blue (WN) 

GREENS:  Hooker Green (DS, WN, H), Viridian (DS, WN, H), Phthalo Green Blue Shade (DS,WN)  

**(DS-Daniel Smith, WN-Winsor Newton, H-Holbein) 

DO NOT GO OUT AND BUY THESE PAINTS.  IF YOU HAVE ANY OF THEM BRING THEM. IF YOU 

DON’T, WAIT UNTIL CLASS TO SEE IF YOU WANT TO PURCHASE THEM.  If you have any that 

are not on this list that are your favorites bring/use them.  Your selection of paint does not 

have to be the same as mine in this class.   

 Winsor Newton Designer Permanent White gouache: you don’t need this right away. White 

gouache is one of those paints I always have on hand.  (DS: #261 890 114 - $6.44 before 

discount) 

 Masking fluid: I use Pebeo ( DS #768 020 017  $7.30 before discount) but other brands are out 

there.  To apply it I use a generic synthetic brush #6 round.   

 

BRUSHES:  Bring what you have.  Some artists prefer rounds, some artists prefer flats.  I use a 

combination.  The one brush I would like you to have is a large round either #20 or #24. 

Daniel Smith Platinum Series 24 #20 round: 651 013 005  $21.30 or 

                                                          #24 round:  651 013 006  $28.26 

Bigger brushes mean bigger paintings and more expressive brush work. 

For those of you who have been in my classes before and have the Daniel Smith #16 brush, 

there is very little difference between this and the #20.  If you want a real challenge, get the 

#24.  If you want to wait until after the first class to buy a brush, I will bring my brushes for you 

to see the difference. 
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There are different brands of brushes and some are very expensive.  I like a blended brush that 

is part synthetic and part natural hair.  I recommend the #20 or #24 Daniel Smith Platinum 

Series 24 rounds which are modestly priced. Don’t get the “mop” brush unless you want it.   

 

PAPER:  One sheet of each:  140# cold press, hot press and rough watercolor paper.  We will 

start with the cold press paper. Stay away from student grade paper such as Montval or 

Cottman.  Recommended brands are: Winsor Newton, *Arches, *Fabriano, *Sanders 

Waterford.   (*I think you can buy these locally).  Arches and Fabriano comes in cold, rough 

and hot press.  Winsor Newton only comes in cold press.  Fabriano’s hot press is very slick with 

no tooth. They also have a “soft press” paper which is similar to Arches hot press.   Both will be 

a challenge to paint on. Depending on how much you paint, you might need more paper.  It is 

possible for us to put in a group order and get hot press and rough paper after the first class at 

a discount.  I have nothing I can sell you other than Winsor Newton 140# cold press.  I sell that 

in packets of five sheets for $22.  Please note that masking fluid does not work well on 

Fabriano paper.  We will use the masking fluid on cold press paper. 

Bring some “piggy back paper”- the backs of old paintings to practice on. 

**A gray scale and value finder: you can find these at Dick Blick and ArtMart:  The card 

measures 4" × 6" (10 cm × 15 cm), and it shows 10 values from 100% black to 10% black. (Or 

you can order it from Daniel Smith if you are placing an order with them #136 100 017 $3.95) 

**Tombow black Dual-brush pen (N15):  it has a brush at one end and a marker at the other 

end. They are water soluble.  You can purchase this at Dick Blick and ArtMart   

** A tablet of white Plate (ultra smooth) Bristol paper.  2-ply  

A support to attach your paper to.  Normally in class I never go larger than a quarter sheet of 

watercolor paper.  However, I encourage you to paint larger.  The support you use should be 

large enough to hold your paper. 

Bring all your usual watercolor supplies: Palette, Kleenex, paper towels, sponge, spray bottle, 

water containers, kneaded eraser, pencil, and sketchbook.  

Other things that might come in handy: watercolor crayons, watercolor pencils, razor blade or 

exacto knife, salt, Mr. Clean Magic Rub Eraser, plastic packing tape, sponges…I could go on.  I 

do have and will bring watercolor crayons and pencil.  However, if you don’t have them, 

eventually, they should be standard watercolor equipment in your studio. 

 

RESOURCE MATERIAL:  What interests you?  What do you want to paint? Flowers, trees, 

landscapes, still lifes etc. You can work from sketches, photos, or your own imagination.  

Remember the Garden is an unlimited source of inspiration. 

As the class goes on there will be other supplies you may want or need.  For right now the 

basics are fine.   
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 Watercolor: Beyond the Basics 

Fall, 2013 

 

Dear Artists, 

    Brushes, paint and all the other supplies are just tools.  It is what you do with those that 

create the challenge of art.  I love teaching classes where everyone is applying techniques and 

interrupting their personal inspiration into art work.  The class will be multi-level in ability 

going from new painters to advance.  Everyone will learn from each other. 

   I tried to keep the supply list simple.  However, as the class goes on it is possible that you will 

need or want to purchase other things.  Normally I use only cold press paper in my classes.  

However, it is good for painters to try other surfaces; that is why I am including rough and hot 

press paper.  Each brand of watercolor paper has its own unique characteristics.  We will 

explore some of those differences.  Using larger brushes, if you are use to smaller ones, will 

affect your painting style.  This can be a challenge also.   

    St. Louis is lucky because we have two great places to buy art supplies: Dick Blick and 

ArtMart.  In the past, if you bring your supply list in, they will give a 10% discount to students. 

Michaels and Hobby Lobby have a limited amount of art supplies also.  Remember to look for 

coupons and use them. 

      I purchase a lot of supplies online.  Daniel Smith Art Materials is one of my favorite online 

retailers for art supplies.  They carry their own paint brand as well as Winsor Newton and 

Holbein.  Two years ago Daniel Smith started a “Teacher Referral Program”.    I have been 

given a TRP (teacher referral program) key code:  TRP00194. Every time you purchase from 

them and use this code I accumulate bonus points, one point for every dollar spent.  I use 

these points to purchase items for my classes at the Garden.  The Daniel Smith education 

department is offering my students an additional 20% off and free shipping.  Using the source 

code “WSCHOOL3” gives you that discount.  You must call in the order. Their operators will 

have a copy of the supply list and will give you the discount and apply the TRP number.  When 

ordering, tell them you are taking a watercolor class at the Missouri Botanical Garden with 

Judy Seyfert.  Give them the TRP number and the discount code.  If you have any problems or 

questions about their product contact Bernadette Brown, Sales Manager at Daniel Smith.  Her 

phone number is 1-206-812-5877 Ext. 435.  You can also call 1-800-426-6740 and ask to speak 

with her.   

     I am looking forward to meeting you all and sharing the watercolor experience.  If you have 

any questions, please contact me through Missouri Botanical Garden Adult Education office at 

314-577-9506. 

 

Judy Seyfert 


